Abstract—A new class of circularly polarized (CP) Fabry-Perot cavity antennas is introduced that maintain the simplicity of a linearly polarized primary feed and a single cavity structure. The proposed antennas employ a double-sided partially reflective surface (PRS), which allows independent control of the magnitude and phase responses for the reflection and transmission coefficients. In conjunction with an anisotropic high impedance surface (HIS) ground plane, this arrangement allows for the first time a single cavity antenna to produce a specified gain in CP from a linearly polarized primary source. A design procedure for this class of antennas is introduced. The method exploits a simple ray optics model to calculate the magnitude and phase of the electric field in the cavity upon plane wave excitation. Based on this model, analytical expressions are derived, which enforce the resonance condition for both polarizations at a predetermined PRS reflectivity (and hence predetermined antenna gain) together with a 90° differential phase between them. The validity of the concept is confirmed by means of an example entailing an antenna with gain of approximately 21 dB at 15 GHz. Full-wave simulation results and experimental testing on a fabricated prototype are presented and agree well with the theoretical predictions.

Index Terms—Directive antenna, partially reflective surface, resonant cavity antenna, high impedance surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

FABRY-PEROT (FP) antennas have been identified as an attractive high gain antenna solution due to their low profile and mass as well as fabrication simplicity and cost-saving potential when compared with bulky horns or corporate-fed arrays [1]-[8]. They typically comprise a simple linearly polarized (LP) source, such as a dipole or printed patch, placed in the cavity formed between a partially reflecting surface (PRS) and a fully reflective ground plane. Directive LP emission is achieved upon establishing a Fabry-Perot type resonance within the cavity. The resonant characteristics of the cavity, which in turn can be tailored by the properties of the PRS and the full reflector, will primarily determine antenna performance.

Various implementations of FP antennas have been reported in the literature, including PRSs made of bulk metal structures [1], [5]-[7] and stacks of dielectric slabs [9]-[11]. The use of Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS) was introduced for the realization of the PRS in [4], benefiting from advantages associated with printed circuit board (PCB) technology. More recently, PCB arrays were introduced in the fully metalized ground plane to construct equivalent high impedance surfaces (HIS) [12], [13] that allow reduction of the profile of the FP cavity to sub-wavelength dimensions [14]-[15] and design flexibility with regard to the radiation properties [16]. Reduction of the cavity thickness has also been achieved by using a highly reflective double-layer PRS which also exhibits artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) properties [17].

While the aforementioned developments have established a relatively mature technology for low cost lightweight LP high gain antennas, they stop short of addressing applications that require circular polarization (CP) operation. When compared
to LP, CP links benefit from resilience to reflections in multipath environments as well as other polarization dependent propagation effects (such as Faraday rotation [18] and reduction of rain clutter [19]), while also removing the requirement for polarization alignment between the transmitter and receiver. Such advantages are among the primary drives for the increasing use of CP in terrestrial [20], [21] and satellite [22] wireless links as well as imaging systems [23], [24].

A class of FP antennas proposed to address CP requirements is based on primary CP feeds [25], [26]. The latter commonly introduces increased complexity in the feeding network, hence partly undermining fabrication simplicity and cost-efficiency, particularly for applications in the mm-wave range and beyond. Another class of CP FP antennas relies on a LP primary source, typically aligned along slant 45° angle, and FP cavities made up of surfaces which are designed to provide conversion to CP [27]-[31].

An antenna concept that exploits an LP to CP transmission polarizer was proposed in [27], [28]. A purely metallic prototype consisting of three one-dimensional arrays placed above a metallic ground plane is reported, where two of the arrays act as a polarizer while the third acts as a PRS [27], [28]. The significant additional complexity associated with the three required layers, e.g. difficulty of alignment and poor return loss (>2dB) was reported. In [29] it was proposed to exploit an asymmetric PRS operating at the 3 dB capacitive return loss (>2dB) was reported. In [29] it was proposed to produce CP, the antenna gain was limited by the 3dB attenuation of the PRS [1]. This limitation was overcome in [30] by placing a two-layer FSS polarizing radome over a stacked FP cavity antenna. The stacked cavity antenna provides high gain while the polarizer converts LP to CP. However this comes at a cost of the increased fabrication complexity and profile associated with two stacked cavities and a two-layer polarizing radome.

In this paper a method of designing CP FP cavity antennas that overcomes the aforementioned limitations is proposed. The proposed antenna, schematically depicted in Fig. 1, consists of a single FP cavity and exploits a HIS and a double-sided PRS that allows independent control of the reflection/transmission magnitude and phase characteristics. The design concept along with a sensitivity analysis was presented in [32]. Here, a ray-optics model is introduced that allows producing an equation for the electric field in the cavity for a given plane wave far-field excitation. From this, design guidelines to obtain CP and high gain are derived. The concept is presented and validated by means of a design example and experimental validation.

II. SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUE

In [1] an equation is derived to give the electric field intensity in the Fraunhofer zone and the corresponding power pattern for Fabry-Perot antennas with a given primary source. Although this model is sufficiently accurate, it does not capture the electric field phase information, which is critical for CP operation. For this reason a modification of that model is presented here, which takes into account the standing wave effects between the PRS and the ground plane thus allowing an accurate estimation of the electric field (magnitude and phase) inside the cavity upon illumination of the antenna with a plane wave from the far-field. By comparatively studying the fields inside the cavity excited for two LP incoming waves oriented along the x- and y-axes respectively (Fig. 1) and invoking reciprocity [33]-[35], design guidelines for the PRS and HIS can then be obtained.

With reference to Fig. 2, consider a plane wave incident on a cavity made up of a HIS ground plane and a two layer PRS. A ray tracing approach is adopted where $E_0$, $E_1$, $E_2$, etc. are the electric fields associated with each of the numbered partial rays inside the cavity. Given the first-order mode approximation, the observation point is assumed to lie in the middle of the cavity, $z=h/2$ [35]. Following the approach of [1] we can write:

$$
E_o = T_{PRS} E_0 e^{j(\Phi_{PRS} + \phi_{PRS} + \beta h/2)} \\
E_1 = T_{PRS} R_{GP} G_{GP} e^{j(\Phi_{PRS} - \phi_{PRS} + \beta h/2)} \\
E_2 = T_{PRS} R_{PRS} R_{GP} G_{GP} e^{j(\Phi_{PRS} - \phi_{PRS} - \phi_{GP} + \beta h/2)} \\
E_3 = T_{PRS} R_{PRS} G_{GP} e^{j(\Phi_{PRS} + \phi_{PRS} + \phi_{GP} - \beta h/2)}$

(1)

where $R_{PRS}/T_{PRS}$ and $\Phi_{PRS}/\phi_{PRS}$ are the magnitude and phase of the PRS reflection/transmission coefficient and $R_{GP}$ and $\Phi_{GP}$ is the magnitude and phase of the HIS reflection coefficient.

The electric field in the cavity can be obtained as the summation of the partial rays. The electric field related to the rays moving towards (even numbered) and away (odd numbered) from the HIS is represented by the equations below.

$$
E_{EVEN} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} T_{PRS} G_{PRS} R_{GP} e^{j(\Phi_{PRS} + \phi_{PRS} + \beta h/2)} \\
E_{ODD} = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} T_{PRS} G_{PRS} R_{GP} e^{j(\Phi_{PRS} - \phi_{PRS} + \phi_{GP} - \beta h/2)}$

(2)

where $R_{PRS}/R_{GP}| < 1$, these equations can be simplified exploiting the infinite geometric series identity. Their sum will then give
the following expression for the total electric field in the cavity:

\[ E = \frac{T_{PRS}e^{i\Phi_{PRS}}(e^{-i\beta h/2} + R_{GP}e^{i(\Phi_{PRS} - 3\beta h/2)})}{1 - R_{PRS}R_{GP}/\Phi} \]  

(2)

The above analysis applies to each of the two orthogonal LP components independently. The design objective can now be reduced to selecting the PRS and HIS responses for the two orthogonal LP components so that; a) the broadside directivity obtained for the two LP components is equal; and; b) a 90° phase difference between the two LP components is obtained at the observation point inside the cavity for a given excitation by a normally incident plane wave polarized at 45°. According to the theory of reciprocity achieving these two conditions would ensure that CP is produced in the far-field if excitation is provided inside the cavity by a linear source rotated at 45°.

Equation (2) has multiple degrees of freedom with respect to the unknown parameters. In order to study it further, it is instructive to impose some further assumptions. In particular, we first consider the lossless case, so that \( G_p \) and \( G_r \) are both equal to one, and that the resonance condition is met for both polarizations:

\[ x \Phi_{PRS} + y \Phi_{GP} - \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} h = \pm 2n\pi \quad n = 0,1,2 \ldots \]  

(3)

where here and in the remaining the left-hand-side subscript refers to the polarization. Equation (2) then reduces to:

\[ E = 2 \left[ \frac{1 + R_{PRS}}{1 - R_{PRS}} \cos \left( \frac{\beta h - R_{PRS}/2}{\Phi} \right) - i \left( \frac{\Phi_{PRS} - R_{PRS}/2}{\Phi} \right) \right] \]  

(4)

For CP, the phase difference between the two LP components must be equal to an odd multiple of 90°. This gives the following condition for the phase \( \Delta \theta \) as defined in (5) below, which from this point onwards will be referred to as design phase:

\[ \Delta \theta = \left( \frac{\Phi_{PRS}}{2} - \frac{R_{PRS}/2}{\Phi} \right) - \left( \frac{\Phi_{GP}}{2} - \frac{R_{GP}/2}{\Phi} \right) = \pm \pi n / 2 \]  

(5)

Commonly to this type of antennas, a LP primary source for the Fabry-Perot cavity is selected at the outset depending on implementation requirements. Assuming that the gain of the primary source is \( G_p \) and the antenna gain is \( G_r \), then the directivity enhancement [4] provided by the Fabry-Perot cavity, \( G_r \), for each LP component should be (in dB):

\[ G_r = G - G_p \]  

(6)

An equation derived in [4] gives an approximation of the directivity enhancement, \( G_r \), provided by the Fabry-Perot cavity in terms of the magnitude of the PRS reflection coefficient, \( R_{PRS} \), for each LP component,

\[ G_r = \frac{1 + R_{PRS}}{1 - R_{PRS}} \]  

(7)

Using (7) the required PRS reflectivity for each LP component, \( R_{PRS} \), so that the antenna produces the desired gain, \( G_r \), can be obtained. The main steps involved in the design of the antenna once the primary source has been selected are as below:

1. Starting from the desired gain, the directivity enhancement to be provided by the cavity to each LP component can be determined using (6). The PRS reflectivity for each LP component to provide this enhancement can be calculated from (7).

2. A PRS is designed which at the operating frequency provides for both LP components the reflection coefficient magnitude determined by equation (7) while the corresponding phases satisfy (5). The double-sided PRS unit cell shown in Fig. 1(c, d) provides a suitable geometry to achieve these conditions simultaneously. Initially the mesh array (Fig. 1d) which primarily determines the reflection magnitude is designed. Following this the dipole array (Fig. 1c) which primarily controls the transmission phase is designed. The PRS is then optimized to meet the required conditions.

3. An anisotropic HIS is subsequently designed to ensure that the resonance condition (3) is met for each orthogonal component.

4. The finite antenna is modeled and simulated. A minimal amount of optimization is required to achieve the desired performance.

III. DESIGN EXAMPLE

In this section, the design procedure outlined above is illustrated by means of an example involving an antenna operating at 15 GHz. The antenna is required to have a directivity of \( G = 21.5 \) dBi. The PRS for this (Fig. 1c, d) consists of a dielectric layer with a periodic metallic mesh array patterned on the bottom, which primarily controls the reflectivity for both polarizations (Fig. 1d), and a periodic metallic patch array patterned on the top (Fig. 1c), which primarily allows independent control of the transmission phase for the y-polarized waves. A relative shift, S, between the two arrays is allowed (Fig. 1d) for further design flexibility. Altering S mainly affects the transmission phase of the y-polarized waves. This PRS therefore allows meeting the design requirements for CP for an arbitrary antenna gain. Likewise, a suitable HIS for this antenna is depicted in Fig. 1b. It comprises a dipole array which allows control of the reflection phase of y-polarized waves. The HIS and PRS unit cells are commensurate to facilitate simulation [35].

In order to maintain simplicity, a microstrip patch is selected as the primary source for the antenna. A typical directivity of \( G_p = 6 \) dBi at 15 GHz is assumed for the patch. In order to provide a total directivity of \( G = 21.5 \) dBi the directivity enhancement to be provided by the Fabry-Perot cavity is therefore \( G_r = 15.5 \) dBi (6). According to (7), in order to provide this enhancement the PRS reflection coefficient magnitude should be equal to approximately \( R_{PRS} = -0.49 \) dB. A PRS unit cell has therefore been designed to
provide a reflection coefficient of $R_{prs} = -0.49$ dB at 15 GHz for both LP components while also satisfying (5). A HIS unit cell (Fig. 1b) was then designed to ensure the resonance condition (3) was met for each polarization.

CST Microwave Studio was employed for the simulation and design of the PRS and HIS. A dielectric substrate with permittivity $\varepsilon_r = 3$, loss tangent $\tan\delta = 0.003$ and thickness of 1.14 mm was used. Conductors were assumed made of copper with thickness of 35 μm. In each case a unit cell of the periodic array was constructed and the y- and x-boundaries were set to unit cell implying that the structure was of infinite size in these directions. Floquet ports were set up at the x-boundaries. Parametric studies were carried out in the simulations. Parametric studies were carried out to achieve a PRS design which satisfied the identified requirements.

Referring to Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d the optimized dimensions are $D_{yprs} = 5.5$ mm, $L_{xprs} = 4.9$ mm, $L_{yprs} = 1$ mm, $M_y = M_x = 2$ mm and $S = 0$. Fig. 3 displays the simulated PRS reflection coefficient magnitude of the design for each polarization. The design phase, $\Delta \theta$ of equation (5), is also plotted.

![Fig. 3. Simulated reflection coefficient magnitude of two layer PRS (y- and x-components) and design phase.](image)

In order to verify (2), full-wave simulations to obtain the electric field in a single unit cell of the cavity upon LP plane wave incidence were carried out using CST MWS. The cavity height, $h$, was calculated from (3) to be 8.2 mm ($= 0.42$ at 15 GHz). A unit cell of the PRS was placed at this height above 5 of the HIS unit cells. Electric and magnetic walls were set at the y- and x-boundaries. Illumination was provided by a normally incident plane wave with an Electric field vector of 1 V/m. An electric field probe at the center of the unit cell ($x = 0$, $y = 0$) and at the center of the cavity ($z = h/2$) detected each orthogonal field component. Displayed in Fig. 6 is the obtained electric field magnitude for both orthogonal components and the phase difference between the two components. Together the numerical results calculated using (2) and the simulated responses of the PRS and HIS are superimposed. There is good agreement between the calculated results and those obtained from simulations. As shown in Fig. 3, the design conditions related to the PRS are to a good approximation satisfied at 15 GHz; the PRS reflection coefficient magnitude is approximately equal to -0.49 dB at 15 GHz for each orthogonal component and the design phase, which is required to be an odd multiple of 90°, is -88°. The phase of the reflection coefficient for this PRS is shown in Fig. 4. As shown, at 15 GHz the reflection phase is different for each orthogonal component; with reference to Fig. 1, the reflection phase for the y-component is 170° and for the x-component is 164° (Fig. 4). An anisotropic HIS ground plane is therefore required to compensate for this difference allowing the FP cavity resonance condition to be satisfied for each component. According to the above, the HIS should provide a reflection phase difference between the two LP components, $\frac{\phi_{x} - \phi_{y}}{2} = -6°$.

The same dielectric material used for the PRS has been considered for the realization of the HIS. Referring to Fig. 1b the optimized dimensions are $D_{yhis} = 5.5$ mm, $D_{xhis} = 1.1$ mm, $L_{yhis} = 2$ mm and $L_{xhis} = 0.6$ mm. Fig. 5 displays the simulated HIS reflection phase for each orthogonal component as well as the phase difference between the two components. The reflection coefficient magnitudes for each component are approximately equal at 15 GHz and as displayed the reflection phase difference, $\frac{\phi_{x} - \phi_{y}}{2} = -6°$ indicating that the design requirements for the HIS are met.

![Fig. 5. Simulated reflection coefficient phase of high impedance surface ground plane – y- and x-components plus phase difference.](image)
corresponding field at the observation point. The simulation results show that maximum electric field occurs at 15 GHz for both components and the magnitudes are approximately equal. The simulated phase difference is -83°. The estimated axial ratio at 15 GHz from these results is approximately 1.3 dB. This result was not further optimized at this stage as there will be some discrepancies between this ideal model and the finite antenna simulation. The finite antenna will be optimized to achieve the desired result.

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A finite antenna was simulated using CST MWS. The antenna was formed by placing the PRS at the resonant distance $h = 8.2$ mm above the HIS ground plane as in Fig. 1a. PRS and HIS unit cell dimensions listed in section 3 were used in the simulation. The lateral size of the antenna was $137.5 \times 137.5$ mm$^2$ (approximately $7 \times 7 \lambda$ at 15 GHz) which equates to 25 x 25 PRS unit cells. This size was chosen to give a practical design with minimized edge effects. Further decreasing the antenna size degraded the radiation performance giving higher sidelobes and a lower directivity. Initial simulations were carried out using a simple center fed wire model dipole as a primary source to estimate the performance of the finite antenna. The dipole was located at the center of the antenna $x = 0$, $y = 0$ and the center of the cavity $z = h/2$. Magnetic and electric symmetry walls can be used to reduce the computational space to a quarter of the original, reducing the computational time of the simulation. The results are superimposed in Fig. 7 and are in good agreement with theoretical expectations. Maximum directivity is at 15.05 GHz. The axial ratio at this frequency is 1.5 dB.

The designed PRS and HIS ground plane were fabricated and measured. In each case the array was photo-etched on a Taconic TLC-30 laminate. Standard-gain Ku-band horn antennas were used in the measurement of the complex transmission and reflection coefficient – one acting as the transmitter and the other the receiver. To measure transmission coefficient the LP horn antennas were connected to a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) and placed on either side of the array. The antennas are placed at normal incidence and 106 cm from the array which is supported by a stand and surrounded by radar absorbing material (RAM). The complex transmission coefficient is measured using the horn antennas and then normalized with respect to an identical measurement where the array has been removed. To measure the complex reflection coefficient the horns were placed side by side at a small angle from the normal to the array. This measurement was normalized with the array replaced with a metallic plate of the same dimensions. Rotating the array by 90° gave Y and X components in each case. Fig. 8 compares the simulated and measured PRS reflection magnitude for each component. Also included is a comparison for the transmission phase difference.

The agreement between simulation and measurement results was not as good as expected. In the simulated result the magnitude of reflection is equal for each component at
approximately 15 GHz while for the measured result is at 15.5 GHz. Furthermore simulated transmission phase difference at 15 GHz is -84° while measured is -70°. The discrepancy is primarily attributed to unwanted curvature of the PRS surface but also to uncertainty around the value of the relative permittivity and fabrication tolerances. The PRS design was therefore altered to achieve a measurement result with reflection magnitude equal for each component at 15 GHz. Fig. 9 compares the measurement results for the altered PRS with the simulation results of the original PRS with dimensions listed in Section 3. Nominal unit cell dimensions of the altered PRS are as follows: \( D_{\text{yprs}} = D_{\text{xprs}} = 5.5 \text{ mm}, L_{\text{yprs}} = 5 \text{ mm}, L_{\text{xprs}} = 1 \text{ mm}, M_y = M_x = 2 \text{ mm} \) and \( S = 1.8 \text{ mm} \). Substrate remained the same as for original design.

At approximately 15 GHz reflection magnitude for each component is now equal. The simulated difference of the transmission phase for the two LP components at this frequency is -84° while measured is -114°. The differential reflection phase between the two LP components for the altered PRS was now 11° at 15 GHz. A new HIS was therefore designed with \( L_{\text{yhis}} = 2.3 \text{ mm} \) to compensate for this increased phase difference. Other dimensions and substrate remained the same as described in section III. The HIS was fabricated on the same substrate and attached to a flat solid surface to avoid curvature effects. Its reflection properties were measured using the technique described above. Fig. 10 shows the simulated and measured reflection coefficient phase for HIS with \( L_{\text{yhis}} = 2.3 \text{ mm} \). Good agreement between simulated and measured results is observed.

A realistic microstrip patch antenna was designed to feed the cavity. The antenna is printed on the dielectric substrate of the HIS. Five HIS unit cells were left out to allow for the copper patch. The patch is rotated by 45° with respect to the HIS dipoles to equally excite the x- and y-components of the electric field. A semi-rigid coaxial cable is used to feed the patch from underneath. The outer sheath and dielectric of the coaxial cable stop at the ground plane of the HIS while the inner conductor continues through the HIS substrate and connects to the patch. For correct operation, the patch size is 5 x 2.5 mm while to provide good matching it is fed 1 mm off its center. The simulated directivity for the patch (not shown here for brevity) is found to be 6 dBi. From (3) the cavity height was calculated to be 8.2 mm. Following some full-wave optimization, the height was increased to 8.3 mm to ensure maximum directivity was at 15 GHz and to improve the axial ratio.

Fig. 10. Simulated and measured reflection phase (y- and x-components plus phase difference) of HIS with \( L_{\text{yhis}} = 2.3 \) mm.

The antenna was assembled using the experimentally optimized PRS and the new HIS. Fig. 11a shows the assembled antenna while Fig. 11b shows the antenna with the PRS removed. The inset in Fig. 11b shows the patch antenna printed on the HIS ground plane. The measured cavity height
was 7.9 mm. Fig. 12 shows the realized gain of the antenna. There is good agreement between the simulated and measured results. Maximum simulated gain is 21.1 dB at 15 GHz while maximum measured gain is 19.1 dB at 15 GHz. The simulated directivity at 15 GHz was 21.7 dBi. There is good agreement between this and the value estimated using the equations derived from Ray Optics analysis (21.5 dBi).

The measured antenna axial ratio and return loss are depicted in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 respectively. The minimum simulated axial ratio is 0.46 dB at 14.96 GHz. At 15 GHz the simulated and measured axial ratio is approximately 0.6 dB. The simulated 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth is from 14.05 to 15.1 GHz (7%) while the measured 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth is from 13.8 to 15.2 (9%). The simulated 3 dB directivity bandwidth is from 14.8 to 15.15 GHz (2%) while the measured 3 dB directivity bandwidth is from 14.75 to 15.2 GHz (3%). The antenna operating bandwidth (intersection of the 3 dB axial ratio and directivity bandwidths) is therefore defined by the latter and from simulations is 2% while from measurements is 3%. This value is commensurate to the operating bandwidth of single cavity LP Fabry-Perot antennas [36]. At 15 GHz measured return loss is -15 dB. The radiation patterns were measured at 15 GHz for the two principal planes. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 compare simulated and measured results. Good agreement between simulated and measurement results is observed. Highly directive patterns are achieved for both planes with sidelobe levels below -20 dB. Cross polarization level is less than -20 dB for each plane.

V. CONCLUSION
A method for producing a circularly polarized Fabry-Perot cavity antenna with arbitrary gain and a single cavity has been presented. The antenna exploits a double-sided PRS placed above an anisotropic HIS ground plane. The structure is appealing due to fabrication simplicity – single cavity with excitation provided by a linearly polarized source rotated by 45°. A simple ray-optics model is presented, which in conjunction with reciprocity provides an accurate design method for the antenna. A prototype antenna was designed to
validate the technique. Full-wave simulation results showed 21.1 dB at 15 GHz for this example. Measurements on a fabricated prototype agree well with this prediction.
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